SS-17 & LF-03 BIOREACTORS INSPECTION CHECKLISTS
Inspected by: _______________________Date:____________

ITEM

FREQUENCY

SS-17 Bioreactor

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Check for both CU300 Control Units. Is the
green light below the “ON” switch
permanently on? If not (i.e. if flashing or
OFF coupled with red light ON), use the
CU300 Installation and Operation Manual to
troubleshoot and restart the respective
Grundfos® extraction pump.
Is the pressure differential between pre- and
post-pressure gauges at each extraction well
EW-1 and EW-2 greater than 20 psi? If yes,
clean or replace the filter.
Is the color of the desiccant in the desiccant
cartridge blue or pink or clear? If pink or
clear, replace it. If blue, no action needed.
Any signs of corrosion in the Grundfos®
pumps at extraction wells EW-1 and EW-2?
Signs should be noted and photos of the
corroded part taken.
Are the pump intake screens of the
Grundfos® pumps at extraction wells EW-1
and EW-2 clean? If not, these should be
cleaned.
Is any excessive bending or crimping of the
pressure transducer cable apparent? If yes,
the bend or crimp should be straightened.
Notes:
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ITEM
LF-03 Bioreactor
Evacuate the lysimeters using a peristaltic
1. pump when the recirculation system is
running normally and measure the recharge.
Check the flow rate and pressure. If the flow
rate is less than 2 gpm or pressure less than 10
psi, check if the filter is dirty. If it is dirty,
clean it as per the instructions in the O&M
2.
manual. If it is clean, adjust the pressure
release valve (PRV) to release at
approximately 25 psi as per the instructions in
the O&M manual.
If the pressure is less than 10 psi or the flow
rate is less than 2 gpm after cleaning the filter
or if the pressure is greater than 32 psi, adjust
3.
the pressure release valve (PRV) to release at
approximately 25 psi as per the instructions in
the O&M manual.
Notes:
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